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Abstract: Radiation defects in electronic device can occur in a process of its fabrication or
during use. Miniaturization trends in industry and increase in level of integration of electronic
components have negative affect on component’s behavior in a radiation environment. The aim
of this paper is to analyze radiation effects in semiconductor memories and to establish how ionizing radiation influences characteristics and functionality of semiconductor memories. Both
the experimental procedure and simulation have been used to investigate the behavior of irradiated semiconductor memories. EPROM and EEPROM commercial semiconductor memory
samples have been exposed to indirect ionizing radiation to test their radiation hardness. Monte
Carlo simulation method has been used to analyze the effect of direct ionizing radiation on
semiconductor memory.
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1

Radiation effects in semiconductor memories

Disruptions of memory characteristics after its exposure to radiation depend on several factors: type of radiation, speed of energy deposition, and type of material the semiconductor
device is made of. If irradiated semiconductor device needs shorter period of time to recover
and restore its functionality, the radiation effect is called transient. Permanent radiation effects occur when the device cannot fully restore functionality due to severe changes in its
structure or when resolving needs long period of time [1-4].
Single Event Upsets (SEU) and disruptions caused by high radiation dose are examples
of transient radiation effects. These effects only induce soft errors, such as false logic states
in digital circuits. After short period of time the transient effect often disappears or can be
easily removed, and does not cause destructive changes [5,6].
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Radiation of alpha particles from memory chip package can induce soft errors in memory, but cosmic radiation of light and heavy ions can disrupt semiconductor memories’
characteristics, causing both soft and hard errors. Charged carriers induced in irradiated
memory generate currents that might change logic states of transistors, thus disturbing data
written on the chip. These types of disturbances in memory, induced by radiation, are called
transient upsets.

2
2.1

The experiment
Gamma radiation experimental procedure

The source of radiation used to examine gamma radiation effects on EPROM and EEPROM semiconductor memories was 60 Co. Number of errors in memory samples has been
observed after the samples have been irradiated.
Prior to radiation exposure, memory cells of the samples have been written into logic
‘1’ state, since this state is more radiation sensitive than the logic ‘0’ state. The experiment
has been performed in steps and the radiation dose has been increased in each step. As a
result of irradiation, some memory cells changed its logic state to ‘0’, and this has been
defined as an error. After irradiation, number of errors is determined, being the same as the
number of logic ‘0’ at readout.
Combined uncertainty of measurement results was lower than 10% [9,10].
2.2

Simulation of direct ionizing radiation interaction with semiconductor memory

TRIM software has been used to perform Monte Carlo simulations of interaction between
direct ionizing radiation and MOS structure insulator layer. TRIM is open source software
(part of SRIM 2008 programming package) made for simulation of ions passing through
the material [11].

3
3.1

Results and discussion
Indirect ionizing radiation damage

The average differential and cumulative change in the number of errors in memory samples
versus the absorbed dose have been presented in this chapter. Increase in the absorbed dose
has caused increase in the number of errors, thus the functionality of EPROM and EEPROM
has decreased. These changes are reversible for EPROM memory samples, in contrast to
the changes in EEPROM memories.
No error has been observed when the radiation dose in EPROM samples was below
1160 Gy. Increase in the absorbed dose greater than 1260 Gy has caused significantly
larger number of errors in the samples. The first false logic state for EEPROM memories
has occurred for radiation dose of 930 Gy, confirming EEPROMs greater sensitivity on
gamma radiation.
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Fig. 1: The average relative change in number of errors in irradiated EPROM samples (NM27C020) versus the
absorbed dose of radiation: a) differential; b) cumulative (Ntot = 2,097,152 bit, N0 = 0)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: The average relative change in number of errors in irradiated EEPROM samples (FM93CS56) versus
the absorbed dose of radiation: a) differential; b) cumulative (Ntot = 2048 bit, N0 = 0)

The main effect caused by gamma radiation of the source 60 Co is production of charged
particle pairs (electron-hole) in SiO2 insulating layer of the gate. The number of generated
pairs depends on the absorbed dose of gamma radiation, material characteristics and available volume of the material. One part of electron-hole pairs is recombined, depending on
the intensity of electric field in an irradiated oxide. If the field is greater, larger number
of pairs will avoid recombination. The remain of electrons in SiO2 is significantly more
mobile than the holes, even at room temperatures. Influenced by the applied voltage, electrons swiftly leave the insulator. One part of holes becomes captured in trapping sites in the
oxide, while the remain of holes, influenced by electric field, drift towards the floating gate.
They contribute to forming positive charge in the oxide. Part of holes not being captured
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in the oxide is injected in FG, thus decreasing number of electrons in it and decreasing the
threshold voltage.
Logical state of a memory cell in both EPROM and EEPROM memories is maintained
by the electrical charge stored onto the ?oating gate. This charge determines the value of
transistor threshold voltage, making the memory cell ‘0’ or ‘1’ at readout.
3.2

Direct ionizing radiation damage

The interaction of protons, alpha particles and Na+ ions with 1 µ m thick SiO2 oxide layer
has been simulated. The results are presented in figures below.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: The simulation of 50 keV protons passing through 1µ m thick layer of SiO2 (500 histories) a) Trajectory
of protons in xOy plane b) Distribution of stopped protons along the oxide depth

Figures 3a i 4a have confirmed that the penetration depth in target layer is dependent
on the energy of a particle. The penetration depth of 100 keV protons in target SiO2 layer
is greater than the penetration depth of 200 keV Na+ ions since the latter are much heavier. Particle stopping power and specific ionization has decreased per unit path length, as
indicated in Figures 3,4,5 and 6.
An incident particle interacts with target atoms in material by scattering on electrons
causing ionization, or by elastic scattering on the nuclei. When the energy of a particle
transferred to the nucleus is higher than threshold displacement energy, the atom is displaced from its position in a lattice (recoil atom). Along its path, the recoil atoms lose their
energy in two ways – by ionization and by displacement of other nuclei. Kinetic energy
of a displaced atom can be high enough to cause displacement of other atoms, before it
finally occupies interstitial site. Figure 5b and 6b contain plots depicting energy loss in
target layer due to ionization. The ionization is caused by incident particle scattering on
target electrons, or as a result of recoil atom colliding with target electrons. Since the alpha
particles move much faster than the displaced atoms, the ionization energy loss is greater
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(b)

Fig. 4: The simulation of 100 keV protons passing through 1µ m thick layer of SiO2 (50 histories) a) Trajectory
of protons in xOy plane b) Distribution of stopped protons along the oxide depth

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: The simulation of 50 keV alpha particles passing through 1µ m thick layer of SiO2 (20 histories) a)
Trajectory of alpha particles in xOy plane b) The ratio of specific ionization (linear transfer of energy) of
incident alpha particles and displaced Si and O atoms along the oxide depth

within alpha particles than within recoil atoms, as indicated in Figure 5b.
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(a)

(b)

The simulation of 200 keV Na+ ions passing through 1µ m thick layer of SiO

Fig. 6:
2 (10 histories) a) Trajectory
of Na+ ions particles in xOy plane b) The ratio of specific ionization (linear transfer of energy) of incident Na+
ions and displaced Si and O atoms along the oxide depth.

4

Conclusion

Based on performed experiments and theoretical models of interaction between ionizing
radiation and basic semiconductor devices, it can be concluded that there are three basic
effects in semiconductor memories exposed to gamma radiation: hole trapping in an oxide,
hole injection from oxide into FG and electron emission over the FG/oxide barrier.
Generation of electron-hole pairs leads to holes trapping in an insulator, and electron
trapping in insulator/channel interface. Positive charge (hole) trapping causes negative shift
in ID /VG characteristics. Negative gate voltage requires accumulation of positively charged
carriers on Si/SiO2 interface, so positively charged carriers induced by ionizing radiation
require increase in negative gate voltage to restore balance. Hence, hole trapping and hole
injection effects influenced by radiation leads to decrease in threshold voltage. Both of
these effects are proportional to the thickness of an oxide. Most of holes appear close to
the oxide/substrate or oxide/FG barrier. Positive charge of trapped holes have tendency to
mask negative charge on the gate leading to decrease in the FG transistor threshold voltage.
Radiation effects in semiconductor memories are complexly dependent on a material,
thickness of an insulating layer, and of methods used to create insulating layer on Si surface. Future research in this area can be directed towards these issues and problems: 1)
analyzing the influence of insulating material and thickness of an oxide, 2) considering new
methods of creating insulating layer on Si surface, 3) examining change in carrier mobility,
4) studying the effect of dose rate.
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